Abstract
This article examines the use of lean manufacturing methods and tools following the Kaizen philosophy. This philosophy is about continual improvement but in small, low-cost steps. It is usually contrasted with an innovative development path, as it is aimed at continuous improvement. But at the same time, the Kaizen philosophy contributes to the development and strengthening of innovation in manufacturing. Analysis of the current state of production management in Russia made it possible to identify the main tools for its implementation.
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1 Introduction
At the current stage of Russia developing market relations in conditions of fierce competition, the enterprises of the regions, to achieve their goals, need to optimize production processes, hire highly qualified personnel, reduce costs, and improve the quality of products. Moreover, in the economic crisis, requirements for production efficiency and product quality are only increasing. Lean production is a way of rationalizing activities, which, like innovation, contributes to the growth of key indicators, albeit as a result of everyday improvement. Moreover, the philosophy of lean production only contributes to the development and consolidation of innovation in production [1, 5].

Cite This Article:
Kaizen in business is a constant desire for improvement, from ordinary employees in production to senior management, everyone from the director to the typical worker should be involved in progress. Improving standardized actions and processes, kaizen’s goal is lossless production.

European executives usually understand that total efficiency is not achievable in the short term, so small teams of qualified professionals are trained to work. They are made up of employees at the firm because they are aware of all the vulnerabilities of the production process. According to T. Ono, 5S is the most accessible tool without which productivity is difficult to achieve, so they begin to implement the system with this tool. All production data are collected and systematized in non-stop mode and are available in understandable designations to any participant in the production process. When selecting a supplier, the emphasis is on the quality of the raw materials rather than on the cost. This is part of the quality control and the various error prevention systems in the production process. Various projects coming from staff can easily be applied in the work process, and workers receive considerable remuneration for such initiatives, which is a motivating factor. It is also essential to have training centers and research laboratories, even in small enterprises. And production, aimed initially at the consumer’s needs, allows you to provide a wide range of additional options for personalizing the product for little money [3, 5, 8].

2 Adopted Innovation for Business

2.1 Kaizen

Kaizen is formed from two words - "kai" - change and "zen" - for the better. This philosophy involves constant improvement, but in small steps, one that does not require high costs. If we compare kaizen with the innovative way of development, then the introduction of innovation due to its nature gives a sharp jump in the area in which it is applied. As a result, a production that uses innovation is at first very efficient and productive. Still, the situation stabilizes over time, and in some cases, productivity and efficiency can return to the initial stage [4].

It is usually contrasted with the innovative development path concerning kaizen philosophy since it aims to improve constantly. For example, improvements are planned and implemented directly in the workplace, so the full involvement of staff in the improvement process is needed. In the kaizen philosophy itself, another distinctive feature is hidden - improvement is constant, they work on it daily since improvement occurs in small steps. Table 1 compares the innovative path of development and kaizen.

2.2 Lean Production

When it comes to innovation in enterprise management, it is necessary to remember that the technology of production of such an organization should consider the possibility of working in the smallest batches and even piece by piece with the preservation of efficiency and competitiveness. In addition, significant changes in production technology or design work with entirely new equipment, a new tool, in other words, innovation should be accessible and
understandable to any position to ensure high quality of products, enterprise productivity, and competitiveness. The lean production technique meets all these requirements [2, 6, 11].

A fairly common mistake among domestic and Western firms is the vision of lean production as an end in itself and not a means of achieving productivity progress. If this is not the case, then a significant advance is often expected after a couple of months of application, which leads to nothing since the process is designed for the future. Therefore, it is also necessary that all staff be involved in the change process without continuous improvement of the moral progress [7, 10].

2.3 Innovation Development Path vs Kaizen

Kaizen and, in general, lean production - is a way of rationalizing activities, which, like innovation, contributes to the growth of key performance indicators, although not in jerks, but as a result of everyday improvement. Moreover, the philosophy of lean production only contributes to the development and consolidation of innovation in production [9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Comparison of innovative development path and kaizen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parameter name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and Implementation Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of the decision on development and implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What improvement is aimed at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visibility of results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Result and Discussion

3.1 Practical Frugality of Russian Business

Practical frugality should imply continuous improvement of this model. Firstly, this corresponds to the basic philosophy of lean production. Secondly, this suggests that enterprises are in an ongoing search for ordinary and universal, and optimal models.

The next item included in the concept of practical frugality is using various tools and techniques for lean production inappropriate situations that correspond to the goals and objectives of enterprises at this stage of development. The main tools and methods were described in GOST R 56020-2014 "Lean production. Basic Provisions and Dictionary" and GOST R 56407-2015” Lean Production. Basic Methods and Tools "and were discussed in the previous chapter.
A practical frugality should be based on a system of targets and calculation of economic efficiency so that there is no illusion that the enterprise has done much and the threshold of improvement has been achieved. Such a system must constantly evaluate optimization results, highlight critical areas, see the costs of progress and their effect.

The lean production model will be effective if it takes into account several features inherent in Russian enterprises. For example, the management of Russian enterprises is aimed at a quick and visible result, which does not radically change the situation at the enterprise, especially in top management.

Paradoxically, management is willing to spend heavily on innovation, which in the future will lead to a significant increase in profits, efficiency, or cost reduction, even though it is venture capital financing. Yet, at the same time, low-cost continuous improvement seems to them a long process with an unclear result.

The third and most important feature of the Russian reality of lean production is that management uses personal tools of the slim output as a universal tool, while not particularly delving into philosophy and concept, which, in turn, means detailed study, development of employees and partners, constant work on solving fundamental problems, continuous training, profound cultural transformation. Thus, an understanding of the essential elements of the concept (Figure 1) is part of the model of practical frugality.

### 3.2 Components of Practical Frugality of the Enterprise

We found that the components of practical frugality of enterprises are essential. It includes the following items:

**1. Culture**
- Willingness to develop, implement and improve standards
- Readiness to work according to the standard
- Focus on continuous improvement

**2. Tools**
- Working with all available and knows tools
- Willingness to follow stringent standards
- Understanding results and optimizing for enterprise needs

**3. Confirmation**
- Commit results
- Comparison of the results with the previous state
- Work to consolidate what has been achieved

**4. Improvement**
- Re-researching in-depth processes
- Search for new losses
- Developing improvements

![Figure 1: Elements of lean production philosophy](http://TuEngr.com)
- changing or developing the cultural paradigm of the enterprise within the framework of the philosophy of lean production, its deep study, understanding of the critical values of the concept;

- A well-established system of management of development and further improve processes, which is based on the main and new products in the field of lean production, planning of targets, calculation of economic effect;

![Figure 2: Stages of development of quality management systems.](http://TuEngr.com)

- personal participation of senior managers;
- creation of a specialized department in the organizational structure of the enterprise, which is engaged in lean production, while the general manager should be entrusted to the general director, and the management of individual areas by the heads of departments;

- involvement of all enterprise personnel in the process of optimization according to lean production methodology, continuous training of personnel, change of their worldview, explanation of the need for improvements. In addition, it also involves suppliers and consumers in the optimization process.

- Lean production is a management concept created at Toyota. The basis for this concept is continuous improvement in the field of elimination of various types of losses. It also involves the involvement of each employee in the process of optimizing production processes and maximizing the orientation of product quality to the consumer.

- At different times, there was a different approach to understanding quality. So, for example, the history of the development of quality management systems has five stages, which, as a rule, are displayed in the form of five stars (Figure 2).

### 3.3 Adopted Quality Management for Russian Enterprises

The next stage is characterized by a change of key concepts around which quality management is built. Total Quality Management does not only mean quality management to meet the established requirements, but also the direction of the goals and needs themselves. Such a system meets the main tasks of lean production:

- continuous improvement of quality;
- minimization of production costs;
- delivery on time.

Let’s consider what methods and tools are used in lean production to achieve high efficiency.

The main tools of lean production include the following:

- Standardization of work;
  - organization of the workspace (5S) - or system of effective organization of the workplace;
  - Mapping Value Creation Stream (VSM)
  - visualization;
  - rapid equipment transfer (SMED);
- protection against unintentional errors (poka-yoke) - preventing the occurrence of accidental errors and their prompt elimination until the operation stops so that the inappropriate part does not get to the next one;
- kanban (from the Japanese word "kanban" - billboard) - a structured information system that regulates the processes of supplying products and supplying the necessary volume of products to the consumer;
- total productive maintenance (TPM) - a system of equipment maintenance aimed at improving its use efficiency by preventing and eliminating losses.

Figure 3 shows a simplified way to gain a competitive advantage by following the concept of lean manufacturing.

4 Conclusion

This study considers and applies available innovative management techniques to enterprises. The main advantages of lean production are associated with the accompanying philosophy of kaizen, which implies a continuous desire for perfection. Savings are the most apparent benefit of Lean. Better workflows, resource allocation, production, and storage can benefit businesses no matter the size or volume of production. In addition, saving time can help reduce lead times and improve service while delivering products to customers quickly and help save money through better staffing. Reducing wasted time and resources and removing unnecessary processes can reduce energy and fuel costs. This has clear environmental benefits, as does the use of more energy-efficient equipment that can also provide cost savings. Improving a product or service delivery to a consumer at a reasonable cost increases customer satisfaction. This is essential to business success as satisfied customers are more likely to come back or recommend your product or service to others. Practical frugality of Russian businesses have been extensively discussed.
5 Availability of Data and Material
Data can be made available by contacting the corresponding author.
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